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Abstract. TheTerminWeb analyser is a semantic based termination analyser for
logic programs. It is uniqueness in that it is based on a semantics which makes
the termination properties observable. Its implementation is obtained as an ab-
straction of an interpreter which computes the termination semantics of a given
program.TerminWeb supports terminationcheckingandinferencewith respect to
semi-linear norms;type-basednorms; and a combination of several norms.

1 Overview of TerminWeb

The TerminWeb analyser [8] is a semantic based termination analyser for logic pro-
grams, which focuses on universal termination. The analyser is implemented inSICStus
Prolog and is available in two versions: on-line via WWW and stand-alone. The early
version ofTerminWeb analyser was developed, in [2], out of a collaboration withTer-
minLog [7]. The main contribution of [2] is basing termination analysis on semantics.
Namely, providing a semantics which makes the termination properties of a program
observable.

The semantics adopted in [2] is called the binary unfolding semantics first presented
in [4] where it was shown to make the notion of calls observable. The semantic objects
are binary clauses. A binary clause of the formp(s̄)← q(t̄) indicates that a call top
is eventually followed by a call toq. Note that each pair of subsequent callsp(s̄) and
q(t̄) are represented by at least one binary clause and that the loops in the program are
represented by binary clauses of the formp(t̄)← p(s̄).

Using the binary unfolding semantics, a termination analyser is obtained by ap-
proximating this semantics with respect to size and instantiation information. Then,
this information is used to verify that each loop (recursive binary clause) has a decreas-
ing measure over a well-founded domain. Note that in contrast to classic techniques,
where a singleglobal decreasing measure is required for proving termination,Termin-
Web requires only alocal decreasing measure for each loop.

The core ofTerminWeb is a simple abstract meta-interpreter which approximates the
binary unfolding semantics. The approximation is over a domain to represent size and
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instantiation information with respect to a given size function (norm) which measures
the size of terms. This abstract meta-interpreter operates in a uniform way over several
choices of abstract domains such as monotonicity constraints [7] and convex polyhedra
[3, 1]. These are represented as systems of linear constraints. The advantage of using
constraints domain to represent size-relation, over using a special structures like in [7,
6], is that different domains with various precision and efficiency can be used, accord-
ing to the user needs. On the top of this meta-interpreter,TerminWeb has two more
components that perform terminationcheckingand terminationinference.

For terminationchecking, the user provides a programP; an initial call patternG;
and chooses a norm to be used in the analysis. Then, the analyser checks if the program
terminates for the given input class as follows: (1) The set of abstract binary clauses,
[[P]]bin

size, over a size-relations domain is computed; (2) The set of call patterns,[[PG]]calls
gr ,

with respect to the initial goal is computed; and (3) for each call patternκ ∈ [[PG]]calls
gr

and matching recursive binary clausep(x̄)← p(ȳ), the analyser verifies that some mea-
sure f on the sizes of some of the sufficiently instantiated arguments inκ decrease, i.e
f (p(x̄)) > f (p(ȳ)). This ensures that each loop is finitely executed.

For terminationinference, the user provides a program and chooses a size function
(norm) to be used in the analysis. Then, the analyser infers a set of call patterns for
which termination is guaranteed. For example, for the classicappend/3 relation and
the list-lengthnorm, termination inference results inappend(x,y,z)← x∨ z with the
interpretation that the queryappend(x,y,z) terminates, ifx or zare bound to closed lists.
Termination inference inTerminWeb is based on an observation that links termination
checking and termination inference throughbackwards analysisas presented in [5].
Backwards analysis is concerned with the following type of question: Given a program
and assertions at given program points, what are the weakest requirements on the inputs
to the program which guarantee that the assertions will hold whenever the execution
reaches these points. For termination inference, these assertions are extracted from the
program loops (binary clauses) and specified to guarantee the rigidity of at least one
decreasing set of arguments in each loop.

Terminationinferencein TerminWeb is performed as follows: (1) The set of binary
clause is computed exactly as in termination checking; (2) assertions that guarantee the
rigidity of at least one decreasing set of arguments in each binary clause is extracted;
and (3) these assertions are passed together with the program to the backwards anal-
ysis engine, which infers the required modes. The use of a standard framework for
backwards analysis provides a formal justification for termination inference and leads
to a simple and efficient implementation. This also facilitates a formal comparison of
termination checking and inference.

The task of selecting a norm is the first step in many termination analysers. Once
a norm is selected size and rigidity analyses are performed with respect to the selected
norm. This step is crucial for proving termination as the analyser may succeed to ob-
tain a termination proof using one norm and fail using others. Usually, a termination
analyser provides a predefined set of semi-linear norms from which the user can select
a norm as well as tools for defining a norm tailored for the specific data structures used
in a program.
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TerminWeb supports alsotype-basednorms, derived automatically from declared
(or inferred) types, as well as proofs based on the combination of several norms.
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